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Abstract. In this paper the Abstract State Machine refinement method is presented. Its characteristics
compared to other refinement approaches in the literature are explained. Some frequently occurring forms of
ASM refinements are identified and illustrated by examples from the design and verification of architectures
and protocols, from the semantics and the implementation of programming languages and from requirements
engineering.

1. Introduction
Refinement is a general methodological principle which is present wherever a complex system or problem is
described piecemeal, decomposing it into constituent parts which are detailed in steps to become manageable. Refinement goes together with the inverse process of abstraction which characterizes mathematics since
ancient times. In software engineering stepwise refinement in one way or the other underlies all top-down
approaches. Not surprisingly it also played a central role for incremental program development and verification in the structural programming endeavor (see [82, 48, 45]) and since then has been studied intensively
for specification and verification approaches which are based on algebraic, set-theoretic or logical methods,
as is well documented in numerous books, e.g. [83, 74, 46, 53, 47]. Exploiting the generality of abstraction
offered by the notion of Abstract State Machines (ASMs) [57] and guided by problems of practical system
design, the ASM ground model method has been developed in [10, 11, 12, 13] together with a rather general
refinement scheme for ASMs. Through further development in [36, 26, 7, 6, 22, 28, 29, 40, 79], ASM ground
model construction and stepwise refinement became together with the definition of ASM s in [58] the three
constituents of the ASM method for practical system design and analysis (see the AsmBook [42] for a systematic introduction and [16] for historical details). In the ASM method, stepwise refinement appears as a
practical method for crossing levels of abstraction to link ASM models through well-documented incremental
development steps, starting from ground models and turning them piecemeal into executable code.
In this paper we explain the ASM refinement method and characterize it with respect to other refinement
approaches in the literature. We show that the ASM refinement method provides a kind of meta-framework
which integrates well-known more specific notions of refinement (see [73, 64, 67, 74, 46, 47]), similarly to the
way the notion of ASMs covers well-known models of computation and approaches to system design [17].
For the readers who are not familiar with ASMs we provide in Section 2 a summary of the few basic
definitions which are needed for a technical understanding. In Section 3 we define the general notion of ASM
refinement. In Section 4 we illustrate the ASM refinement concept by some practically useful specializations,
namely conservative extension, procedural (submachine) refinement, pure data refinement, and instantiation.
In Section 5 we present a general scheme for proving the correctness of refinements which can be used to
establish complex system properties by proving them in an abstract model which is correctly refined to the
considered system. In the Conclusion we briefly review some main usages of ASM refinements in practical
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system design and analysis. The focus in this survey paper is on an illustration of principles and usage of
ASM refinements, capturing various forms of refinement within one conceptual framework, rather than on a
formalized technical development. For the illustrations we use a variety of examples from different application
domains to document the wide range spanned by the refinement approach.

2. The Notion of Abstract State Machines
In this section we recall the basic definitions concerning ASMs. For a more detailed definition of these terms
we refer the interested reader to Section 2.4 of the AsmBook [42].

2.1. Basic ASMs and their Runs
An ASM is a finite set of so called transition rules of form
if Condition then U pdates
which transform abstract states. Two more forms are explained below. The Condition (also called guard) under which a rule is applied is an arbitrary predicate logic formula without free variables, whose interpretation
evaluates to true or f alse. U pdates is a finite set of assignments of form
f (t1 , . . . , tn ) := t
whose execution is to be understood as changing (or defining, if there was none) in parallel the value of the
occurring functions f at the indicated arguments to the indicated value. More precisely, in the given state
first all parameters ti , t are evaluated to their values, say vi , v, then the value of f (v1 , . . . , vn ) is updated to v
which represents the value of f (v1 , . . . , vn ) in the next state. Such pairs of a function name f , which is fixed
by the signature, and an optional argument (v1 , . . . , vn ), which is formed by a list of dynamic parameter
values vi of whatever type, are called locations. Location-value pairs (loc, v) are called updates.
The notion of ASM states is the classical notion of mathematical structures where data come as abstract
objects, i.e., as elements of sets (also called domains or universes, one for each category of data) which are
equipped with basic operations (partial functions in the mathematical sense) and predicates (attributes or
relations). For the evaluation of terms and formulae in an ASM state, the standard interpretation of function
symbols by the corresponding functions in that state is used. Without loss of generality we usually treat
predicates as characteristic functions and constants as 0-ary functions. Partial functions are turned into total
functions by interpreting f (x) = undef with a fixed special value undef as f (x) being undefined.
The notion of ASM run is an instance of the classical notion of computation of transition systems. An
ASM computation step in a given state consists in executing simultaneously all updates of all transition rules
whose guard is true in the state, if these updates are consistent, in which case the result of their execution
yields the next state. In the case of inconsistency the computation does not yield a next state, a situation
which typically is reported by executing engines with an error message. A set of updates is called consistent
if it contains no pair of updates with the same location, i.e. no two elements (loc, v), (loc, v 0 ) with v 6= v 0 .
An ASM step is performed as an atomic action with no side effects.
Simultaneous execution provides means to locally describe a global state change, namely as obtained
in one step through executing a set of updates. The only limitation—imposed by the need of uniquely
identifying objects residing in locations—is the consistency of the set of to be executed updates. The local
description of global state changes also implies that by definition the next state differs from the previous
state only at locations which appear in the update set. Simultaneous execution also provides a convenient
way to abstract from sequentiality where it is irrelevant for the investigation. This synchronous parallelism
in the ASM execution model is enhanced by the following notation to express the simultaneous execution of
a rule R for each x satisfying a given condition ϕ (where typically x will have some free occurrences in R
which are bound by the quantifier):
forall x with ϕ
R
Similarly non-determinism as a convenient way to abstract from details of scheduling of rule executions can
be expressed by rules of the form
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choose x with ϕ
R
where ϕ is a Boolean valued expression and R a rule. The meaning of such an ASM rule is to execute rule R
with an arbitrary x chosen among those satisfying the selection property ϕ. If there exists no such x, nothing
is done
Common notations like where, let, if -then-else are used without further explanation since they are
easily reducible to the above basic definitions. Sometimes we also use the table-like case notation with
pattern matching, in which case we try out the cases in the order of writing, from top to bottom. We also
use rule schemes, namely rules with variables, and named parameterized rules, mainly as an abbreviational
device to enhance the readability or as macro allowing us to reuse machines and to display a global machine
structure. For example
if . . . a = (x, y) . . . then . . . x . . . y . . .
abbreviates
if . . . ispair(a) . . . then . . . f st(a) . . . snd(a) . . .
sparing us the need to write explicitly the recognizers and the selectors. Similarly, an occurrence of
r(x1 , . . . , xn )
where a rule is expected stands for the corresponding rule R (which is supposed to be defined somewhere else,
with r(x1 , . . . , xn ) = R appearing in the declaration part of the ASM where r(x1 , . . . , xn ) is used). When
such a “rule call” r(x1 , . . . , xn ) is used, the parameters have to be instantiated by legal values (objects,
functions, rules, whatever) so that the resulting rule has a well defined semantical meaning on the basis of
the explanations given above. A precise semantical definition of such ASM submachine calls has been defined
in [38].
For purposes of separation of concerns it is often convenient to impose for a given ASM additional
constraints on its runs to circumscribe those one wants to consider as legal. Logically speaking this means
to restrict the class of models satisfying the given specification. Such restrictions are particularly useful if
the constraints express reasoning assumptions for a high-level machine which are easily shown to hold in a
refined target machine. In general ASMs are reactive systems which iterate their computation step, but for
the special case of terminating runs one can choose among various natural termination criteria to constrain
runs, namely that no rule is applicable any more or that the machine yields an empty update set or that the
state does not change any more.

2.2. Classification of Locations and Functions
In an ASM, a priori no restriction is imposed neither on the abstraction level nor on the complexity nor
on the means of definition of the functions used to compute the arguments and the new value denoted
by ti , t in function updates. In support of the principles of separation of concerns, information hiding,
data abstraction, modularization and stepwise refinement, the ASM method exploits however the following
distinctions reflecting the different roles these functions (and more generally locations) can assume in a given
machine.
The major distinction for a given ASM M is between its static functions—which never change during
any run of M so that their values for given arguments do not depend on states of M —and dynamic ones
which may change as a consequence of updates by M or by the environment (read: by some other—say an
unknown—agent representing the context in which M computes), so that their values for given arguments
may depend on states of M . By definition static functions can be thought of as given by the initial state, so
that where appropriate, handling them can be clearly separated from the description of the system dynamics.
Whether the meaning of these functions is determined by a mere signature (“interface”) description, or by
axiomatic constraints, or by an abstract specification, or by an explicit or recursive definition, or by a program
module, depends on the degree of information hiding the specifier wants to realize. Static 0-ary functions
represent constants, whereas with dynamic 0-ary functions one can model variables of programming (not to
confuse with logical variables). Dynamic functions can be thought of as a generalization of array variables
or hash tables.
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The dynamic functions are further divided into four subclasses. Controlled functions (for M ) are dynamic
functions which are directly updatable by and only by the rules of M , i.e., functions f which appear in at least
one rule of M as leftmost function (namely in an update f (s) := t for some s, t) and are not updatable by
the environment (or more generally by another agent in the case of a multi-agent machine). These functions
are the ones which constitute the internally controlled part of the dynamic state of M .
Monitored functions, also called in functions, are dynamic functions which are read but not updated
by M and directly updatable only by the environment (or more generally by other agents). They appear
in updates of M , but not as leftmost function of an update. These monitored functions constitute the
externally controlled part of the dynamic state of M . To describe combinations of internal and external
control of functions, one can use interaction functions, also called shared functions, defined as dynamic
functions which are directly updatable by rules of M and by the environment and can be read by both (so
that typically a protocol is needed to guarantee consistency of updates). The concepts of monitored and
shared functions allow one to separate in a specification computation from communication concerns. In fact
the definition does not commit to any particular mechanism (e.g. message passing via channels) to describe
the exchange of information between an agent and its environment (and similarly between arbitrary agents in
the case of a multi-agent machine). As with static functions the specification of monitored functions is open
to any appropriate method. The only assumption made is that in a given state, the values of all monitored
functions are determined.
Out functions are dynamic functions which are updated but not read by M and are monitored (read but
not updated) by the environment or in general by other agents. Formally, such output functions do appear
in some rules of M , but only as leftmost function of an assignment.
Functions are called external for M if for M they are either static or monitored.
An orthogonal, pragmatically important classification comes through the distinction of basic and of
derived functions. Basic functions are functions which are taken for granted (declared as “given”, typically
those forming the basic signature); derived functions are functions which even if dynamic are not updatable
neither by M nor by the environment but may be read by both and yield values which are defined by a
fixed scheme in terms of other (static or dynamic) functions (and as a consequence may sometimes not be
counted as part of the basic signature). Thus derived functions are sort of auxiliary functions coming with
a specification or computation mechanism which is given separately from the main machine; they may be
thought of as a global method with read-only variables.
The same classification principle is applied to (sets of) locations or updates.

2.3. Multi-Agent ASMs
A multi-agent ASM is defined as a set of agents which execute each its own basic ASM. This may happen
in a synchronous or in an asynchronous manner. In a synchronous ASM the agents execute their basic
ASM in parallel, synchronized using an implicit global system clock. Semantically a synchronous ASM is
equivalent to the set of all its constituent single-agent ASMs, operating in the global states over the union of
the signatures of each component, though each agent is equipped with its own set of states and rules. This
concept allows one to define and analyze the interaction between components using precise interfaces over
common locations.
A problem one has to solve for runs of asynchronously cooperating agents originates in the possible incomparability of their moves which may come with different data, clocks, moments and duration of execution,
making it difficult to uniquely define a global state where moves are executed to locate changes of monitored
functions in an ordering of moves. A coherence condition in the definition of asynchronous multi-agent ASM
runs given in [58] postulates well-definedness for a relevant portion of state in which an agent is supposed
to perform a step, thus providing a notion of ‘local’ stable view of ‘the’ state in which an agent makes a
move. The underlying synchronization scheme is described using partial orders for moves of different agents
which reflect causal dependencies, determining which move depends upon (and thus must come ‘before’)
which other move. This synchronization scheme is as liberal as it can be, restricted only by the consistency
condition for the updates which is logically indispensable, and thus can be instantiated by any consistent
synchronization mechanism.
Formally a run of an asynchronous ASM, also called partial order run, is defined as a partially ordered
set (M, <) of moves m (read: rule applications) of its agents satisfying the following conditions:
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finite history: each move has only finitely many predecessors, i.e. for each m ∈ M the set {m0 |m0 < m} is
finite,
sequentiality of agents: the set of moves {m|m ∈ M, a performs m} of every agent a ∈ Agent is linearly
ordered by <,
coherence: each finite initial segment (downward closed subset) X of (M, <) has an associated state σ(X)—
think of it as the result of all moves in X with m executed before m0 if m < m0 —which for every maximal
element m ∈ X is the result of applying move m in state σ(X − {m}).
The coherence condition immediately implies for every finite initial segment X of a run of an async ASM,
that all linearizations of X yield runs with the same final state. The definition provides no clue to construct
partial order runs for an async ASM, but it makes the freedom explicit one has in implementing the described
causal dependencies of certain local actions of otherwise independent agents. Notably the definition imposes
no fairness condition on runs.

3. Definition of ASM Refinements
In this section we define the notion of ASM refinement and its frequently used and practically important
specializations to conservative extension, procedural (submachine) refinement, pure data refinement and
instantiation.
Most established refinement notions are based upon some a priori principle. An example is the substitutivity principle which is usually expressed as follows, quoted from [47, pg. 47]:
“Principle of substitutivity: it is acceptable to replace one program by another, provided it is impossible for
a user of the programs to observe that the substitution has taken place.”
Refinement notions which are tailored to match such an a priori epistemological principle as a result may
be restricted in various ways, limiting their range of applicability. Among the restrictions of this sort are the
following ones one can find in one form or the other in [73, 83, 1, 46, 74, 53, 47]:
• Restriction to certain forms of programs, often viewed as sequences of operations (straight-line programs).
As a consequence programs which are refined in this way are even structurally equivalent to their abstract counterpart, i.e. with corresponding operations occurring in the same places, thus precluding to
analyze the role of other forms of control for refinement, e.g. various forms of parallelism or iteration (as
encountered for example in some process algebraic refinement notions).
• Restriction to programs with only monolithic state operations, expressed by global functions on the state
without possibility to modify elements of the state. This makes it difficult to exploit combinations of local
effects for overall refinements and leads to the well-known frame problem, which typically makes formal
specifications of programs more difficult to write and to read than the programs that they describe.
• Restriction to observations interpreted as pairs of input/output sequences or of pre-post-states, often with
the same input/output representation at the abstract and the refined level. Such a focus on functional
input/output behavior of terminating runs or on pre-post-states of data refined operations precludes
to relate arbitrary segments of abstract and refined computations. As a consequence, to be compared
invariants of abstract and refined programs are viewed in terms of pre- or post-condition strengthenings
or weakenings, which restricts a more general analysis of the effect of invariants as retrenchment of the
class of possible models. The fact that often no change of input/output representation is permitted also
precludes the possibility to refine ‘abstract input’, e.g. input coming in the form of monitored data, by
‘controlled data’ which are computed through concrete computation steps.
• Restriction to logic or proof-rule oriented refinement schemes. Tailoring refinement schemes to fit a priori
fixed proof principles quickly leads to severe restrictions of the design space.
In contrast, the ASM refinement method is not based upon any concrete principle, but it is rooted in
mathematics (which includes formalized logic as a tiny fraction). One can make up the notion of refinement
one needs, adapting to what the investigated system levels (read: the chosen levels of abstraction) demand
for comparing program runs. This openness does not imply that the designer is left with an insecure footing,
since the confidence given to refinements of ASM specifications to implementations goes together with the
degree of mathematical precision with which the refinement is provided. The range of mathematical rigor is
by far more comprehensive than that of any formalized theory of logic.
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Fig. 1. The ASM refinement scheme.

The problem-orientation of the ASM refinement method has shaped its development during the last
decade which was driven by practical refinement tasks and geared to support divide-and-conquer techniques
for both design and verification, without privileging one to the detriment of the other. What for short we
call ’freedom of abstraction’ offered by ASMs, i.e. the availability in ASMs of arbitrary structures to reflect
the underlying notion of state, provides the necessary instrument to fine tune the mapping of a given (the
“abstract”) machine to a more concrete (the “refined”) one, with its observable (typically more detailed)
state and its observable (typically more involved) computation, in such a way that the intended “equivalence”
between corresponding run segments of the two ASMs becomes observable, whereby we mean that it can be
explicitly defined and proved to hold under precisely stated boundary conditions.
The focus is not on generic notions of refinements which can be proved to work in every context and to
provide only effects which can never be detected by any user of the new program. Instead the concern is to
support a disciplined use of refinements which correctly reflect and explicitly document an intended design
decision, adding more details to a more abstract design description, e.g. for making an abstract program
executable, for improving a program by additional features or by restricting it through precise boundary
conditions which exclude certain undesired behaviors. Exploiting the freedom of abstraction offered by ASMs
one has the possibility not to let oneself get bound by an a priori commitment to particular notions of state,
program, run, equivalence, or to any particular method to establish the correctness of the refinement step. The
major and usually difficult task is to first listen to the subject, to find the right granularity and to formulate
an appropriate refinement—or abstraction in case of a reengineering project—that faithfully reflects the
underlying design decision or reengineering idea, and only then to look for appropriate means to justify that
under the precisely stated conditions the refinement correctly implements the given model, respectively that
the reengineered abstract model correctly abstracts from the given code. With the ASM refinement method,
whatever feasible accurate method is out there can—indeed should—be adopted, whether for verification (by
reasoning) or for validation (e.g. testing model-based runtime assertions through a simulation), to establish
that the intended design assumptions hold in the implementation and that refined runs correctly translate
the effect of abstract ones. In particular, by appropriate instantiations of the widely open ASM refinement
concept one can capture the various more restricted refinement notions studied in the literature. In this sense
the ASM refinement method provides a uniform framework to reflect established specific refinement notions.
These principles can be realized based upon the general scheme for an ASM refinement step which is
illustrated by the familiar commutative diagram in Figure 1 and underlies the definition of ASM refinement below. The scheme can also be viewed as describing an abstraction step if it is used to model an
implementation, as happens in reengineering projects, see [4] for an illustration by an industrial case study.
Refinement based upon this scheme generalizes in particular the standard notion of a simulation which is
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used to verify data refinements (see [46]). But it does more: to refine an ASM M to an ASM M ∗ , as designer
one has the freedom (and the task) to define the following items:
• a notion of refined state,
• a notion of states of interest and of correspondence between M -states S and M ∗ -states S ∗ of interest,
i.e. the pairs of states in the runs one wants to relate through the refinement, including usually the
correspondence of initial and (if there are any) of final states,
• a notion of abstract computation segments τ1 , . . . , τm , where each τi represents a single M -step, and of
corresponding refined computation segments σ1 , . . . , σn , of single M ∗ -steps σj , which in given runs lead
from corresponding states of interest to (usually the next) corresponding states of interest (the resulting
diagrams are called (m, n)-diagrams and the refinements (m, n)-refinements),
• a notion of locations of interest and of corresponding locations, i.e. pairs of (possibly sets of) locations
one wants to relate in corresponding states, where locations represent abstract containers for data,
• a notion of equivalence ≡ of the data in the locations of interest; these local data equivalences usually
accumulate to a notion of equivalence of corresponding states of interest.
The scheme shows that an ASM refinement allows one to combine in a natural way a change of the
signature (through the definition of states and of their correspondence, of corresponding locations and of
the equivalence of data) with a change of the control (defining the “flow of operations” appearing in the
corresponding computation segments). Many notions of refinement in the literature keep these two features on
purpose separated, see for example the notions of data refinement in VDM [53] and of operation refinement in
B [1]. Once the notions of corresponding states and of their equivalence have been determined, one can define
that M ∗ is a correct refinement of M if and only if every (infinite) refined run simulates an (infinite) abstract
run with equivalent corresponding states, as is made precise by the following definition. By this definition,
refinement correctness implies for the special case of terminating runs the inclusion of the input/output
behavior of the abstract and the refined machine, a special feature on which numerous refinement notions
in the literature are focussed.
Definition Fix any notions ≡ of equivalence of states and of initial and final states. An ASM M ∗ is called
a correct refinement of an ASM M if and only if for each M ∗ -run S0∗ , S1∗ , . . . there is an M -run S0 , S1 , . . .
and sequences i0 < i1 < . . . , j0 < j1 < . . . such that i0 = j0 = 0 and Sik ≡ Sj∗k for each k and either
• both runs terminate and their final states are the last pair of equivalent states, or
• both runs and both sequences i0 < i1 < . . ., j0 < j1 < . . . are infinite.
Often the M ∗ -run S0∗ , S1∗ , . . . is said to simulate the M -run S0 , S1 , . . .. The states Sik , Sj∗k are the corresponding states of interest. They represent the end points of the corresponding computation segments (those of
interest) in Figure 1, for which the equivalence is defined in terms of a relation between their corresponding locations (those of interest). Sometimes it is convenient to assume that terminating runs are extended
to infinite sequences which become constant at the final state. We refer to Figure 1 when using the term
(m, n)-refinement.
M ∗ is called a complete refinement of M if and only if M is a correct refinement of M ∗ .
It is easy to show that in this refinement definition, the sequences of corresponding states can be chosen
to be minimal in the sense that between two sequence elements there are no other equivalent states, i.e.
there are no ik < i < ik+1 , jk < j < jk+1 such that Si ≡ Sj∗ .
The pairs of the initial and possibly of the final states by definition are pairs of corresponding states.
Therefore refinement correctness and completeness imply for terminating runs the equivalence of any input/output behavior of the abstract and the refined machine that is defined in terms of initial and final
states and of the refinement.
In the literature correct and complete refinements with respect to terminating runs considering only
the input/output behavior appear under the name of bisimulation. Correct refinements with respect to
terminating runs are known under the name of preservation of partial correctness, whereas preservation of
total correctness is used for refinements adding to the correctness condition for terminating runs that every
infinite refined run admits an infinite abstract run with an equivalent initial state. For details see [75].
The ASM literature surveyed in [16] is full of examples of the above definition. To convey an idea to
the reader we conclude this section by explaining the refinement of an ASM model for the semantics of a
high-level programming language to an ASM model for compiled code. As example we choose the comparison
of runs of Java programs to equivalent runs of their compilation to bytecode on the Java Virtual Machine,
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in terms of ASM models JavaE and JV ME defined in [79] for the language and the virtual machine. The
correspondence of states is defined inductively by an order preserving function σ which assigns to the n-th
state of a Java program run an equivalent state σ(n) of the run of the compiled program on the JVM. In
defining the equivalence notion one has to identify the relevant locations in the states of the two machines,
whose value evolution guarantees that the two runs yield the same result. The definition is the result not
of an a priori given refinement scheme, but of a detailed analysis of how Java instructions are interpreted,
how they are compiled, how the compiled code is interpreted, covering in particular an analysis of how Java
values are data refined by JVM values.
For example, the following locations are required to have the same value in corresponding states: the current method, the class state, the global variables and the two heaps. The current positions in the programs
must belong to the same phrase (read: boolean or non-boolean or instance creation expression, statement,
value, normal or abrupt termination) and the two machines must be in the same execution phase for that
phrase (entering or exiting). The values of intermediate results must be the same via some data refinement
function which maps Java values to JVM operand stack values. The local variables and the corresponding
registers must contain the same values. The return addresses from possibly nested subroutines must correspond to each other. The correctness of subroutine return addresses is the most delicate part in defining
what it means that in corresponding runs of JavaE and JV ME , the Java method call frames are equivalent
to the JVM stack.
To show the equivalence of corresponding states means to verify that the two machines when started on
corresponding programs P and compile(P ), upon navigating through their code produce in corresponding
method code segments the same values for (local, global, heap) variables and the same results of intermediate
calculations, for the current method as well as for the still to be completed method calls. The entire section
14.1 in [79] is devoted to turning the refinement correctness statement into an accurate mathematical form,
just to make a correctness proof possible. The proof itself has to investigate the 83 different cases which may
happen when executing Java instructions ([79, pp.178-203]. No a priori scheme was helpful to establish the
proof, instead we had to understand, model and investigate the behavior of Java and of bytecode—which
the freedom of abstraction in ASMs allowed us to express directly in terms of ASMs, avoiding any formal
overhead.

4. Frequent Refinement Types
We present and illustrate here some specializations to refinement patterns which turned out to be useful for
practical system design and analysis. For a detailed technical comparison of various specializations of the
above ASM refinement scheme to outstanding refinement notions in the literature we refer the reader to [75].
It is important for the practicability of ASM refinements that the size of m and n in (m, n)-refinements
is allowed to dynamically depend on the state. An early example where n has no a priori bound and can
be determined only dynamically appeared in a refinement step of Prolog to WAM code in [33, 34, 36] (see
below). The ASMs for Lamport’s mutual exclusion algorithm Bakery in [26] provide a case where n is fixed,
but grows with the number of protocol members, or where n is finite but without a priori bound, depending
on the execution time of the participating processes. The correctness proof of a Java-to-JVM compiler in [79,
Sect.14.2] uses (1, n)-refinements with 0 ≤ n ≤ 3 depending on the length of the computation which leads
the JVM machine from one to its next state of interest (i.e. a state which corresponds to a state of the Java
machine). In [41] the correctness proof for exception handling in Java/JVM uses (m, n)-refinements where
m is determined by the number of Java statements jumped over during the search for the exception handler.
Although by a theorem of Schellhorn [75, Th.12] every (m, n)-refinement with n > 1 can be reduced to (m, 1)refinements, this is typically at the price of having more involved equivalence notions which may complicate
the proofs. Practical experience shows that (m, n)-refinements with n > 1 and including (m, 0), (0, n)-steps
support the feasibility of decomposing complex (global) actions into simpler (locally describable) ones whose
behavior can be verified in practice. They also provide a handle to classify refinements. A comprehensive
classification and study of the interesting forms of ASM refinement and of ways to compose them is still
waiting to be undertaken. We list in the following some patterns which turned out to be useful for practical
applications.
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4.1. Conservative extension
Conservative extension, a purely incremental refinement analogous to conservative theory extensions in logic,
is typically used to introduce new behavior in a modular fashion, like exception handling, robustness features,
etc. To define a conservative extension of a given machine, one has to do the following:
• Define the condition for the ‘new case’ in which the extended machine should execute and the given
machine either has no well-defined behavior or should be prevented from executing. For example to add
error handling to a machine, this condition can be expressed by a shared Boolean-valued error function
which is supposed to become true when an emergency has happened and to be reset by the added
exception handling machine.
• Define the new machine with the desired additional behavior, in the example an exception handling
machine which is executed in case an error has been thrown. The return from the ‘new’ to the ‘old’
machine, if there is any, is typically a result of the computation of the new machine.
• Add the new machine and restrict the given machine to the ‘old case’ by guarding it by the negation of
the ‘new case’ condition, in the example error 6= true.
A real-life example which follows this rather frequent pattern is the refinement of the Java machine by a
proven to be correct exception handling mechanism in [79, Ch.6] or the incorporation of a bytecode verifier
machine into the JVM interpreter in [79, Ch.17]. As one reviewer pointed out, the use of ’extension’ in
LOTOS [8] seems to be similar to the conservative extension refinement described here.

4.2. Procedural refinement
Procedural refinement, also called submachine refinement, consists in replacing in a given machine one
machine by another (usually more complex) machine. A characteristic example is the refinement of the
Prolog ASM which uses an abstract function unif y to a machine which calls a submachine implementing a
unification procedure [36]—the example mentioned above of a (1, n)-refinement where n can be determined
only dynamically since it depends on the size of the to be unified terms. In fact such procedural (1, n)refinements with n > 1 have their typical use in compiler verification when replacing a source code instruction
by a chunk of target code; for numerous examples see [22, 21, 84, 60, 56]. A convenient way to hide the
multiplicity of the steps of such a refining submachine is to use the concept of ASM submachines which has
been defined in [38] and allows to “view” n submachine steps as one step of an overall (here the unrefined
more abstract) computation. For a specialization of such submachine refinements to incorporate functional
programming techniques see [18].
In general there is a difference between procedural refinement and the above discussed principle of substitutivity. Namely depending on the granularity of the submachine, in the refined machine one may be able
to observe new features which cannot be observed in the abstract machine, although they are related by the
refinement definition to the behavior of the high-level machine.
Procedural Refinement of Control State ASMs. A frequent special case of procedural refinement
derives from the graph structure of control state ASMs, a generalization of Finite State Machines (FSMs)
to a class of Abstract State Machines (ASMs) introduced in [14] and extensively used in the AsmBook [42].
They are defined as ASMs all of whose rules have the following form, where ctl states represent the so-called
internal states of FSMs:
if ctl state = i then
if cond1 then
rule1
ctl state := j1
···
if condn then
rulen
ctl state := jn
In a given control state i, these machines do nothing when no condition condk is satisfied; otherwise for
every condk which is satsfied, rulek is executed and the control state changes to jk so that usually the
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conditions are supposed or guaranteed to be disjoint to avoid conflicting updates which would stop the ASM
computation. Control state ASMs represent a normal form for UML activity diagrams (see[19]) from where
they inherit the graphical representation of control states by circles or by (possibly named) directed arcs,
to visually distinguish the control-passing role of control states from that of the update actions concerning
the underlying data structure which are expressed by the ASM rules inscribed into rectangles, separated
from the rule guards written into rhombs. Control state ASMs thus offer to use arbitrarily complex parallel
(synchronized) data structure manipulations below the main control structure of finite state machines. The
overall FSM-control structure is reflected by the following notation:
Fsm(i, if cond then rule, j) =
if ctl state = i and cond then
rule
ctl state := j
Using this notation the control state ASM rule above becomes the set of rules Fsm(i, if condk then rulek , jk )
for k = 1, . . . , n.
The procedural refinement of control state ASMs which is suggested by the FSM-diagram notation consists in replacing a control state transition—a machine rule at a node with well-defined ‘entries’ i and ‘exits’ j—by a new submachine M with the same number of entries and exits, formally replacing Fsm(i, rule, j)
by Fsm(i, M, j) (tacitly assuming the renaming of the entry/exit nodes of M to the given ones i, j which is
taken care of by the diagram notation).
The reader should be aware that due to the synchronous parallelism of ASMs, in a procedural ASM
refinement an action—a part of a parallel step, not limited to a single ‘operation’—can be replaced by multiple
parallel actions which are viewed as part of a new parallel step. To state it technically, a rule can be refined
by finitely many other rules which are executed in parallel. We mention two examples from programming
language semantics and from a debugger reengineering case study. In order to separate the treatment of the
semantics of Java thread execution from thread scheduling, in [79, Ch.7.2] a machine ExecJavaThread
is defined using a submachine ExecJava. This submachine is refined to the parallel composition of four
modules ExecJavaI dealing with imperative control constructs, ExecJavaO dealing with object-oriented
language features, ExecJavaE describing exception handling, and ExecJavaT specifying thread-related
language constructs. This refinement allowed us to define the semantics instructionwise so that it can easily
be extended to modify or add new language elements. An example from a reengineering case study appears
in [4, 4.3] where the callback for loading modules in a control state debugger model is refined to first bind
in parallel each of the shell’s breakpoints to the module in question, and only then to call the debugee
to continue. It is noteworthy that analysing this rather abstract high-level rule and the symmetric rule
refinement for unloading of modules in the debugger object model, a mismatch was detected between the
way loading and unloading of module callbacks was implemented.
Asynchronous Procedural Refinement of Atomic Actions. An example of a procedural refinement
which implements an atomic action by multiple actions which are executed in an asynchronous manner is the
refinement of the atomic communication between two processes by an asynchronous channel communication
in Occam. Channels for a communication to take place require exactly one reader x (positioned to execute
an instruction c?v to read into val(v, env(x)) the value of channel say bind(c, env(x))) and one writer y
(positioned to execute an instruction d!t to write val(t, env(y)) into the same channel bind(d, env(y))). The
following instantaneous channel communication rule
OccamCommunication =
if mode(x) = running and instr(pos(x)) = c?v and
mode(y) = running and instr(pos(y)) = d!t and
bind(c, env(x)) = bind(d, env(y))
then {val(v, env(x)) := val(t, env(y)), proceed x, proceed y}
where proceed z = (pos(z) := next(pos(z)))
has been refined in [23] as follows by introducing a channel agent which establishes the communication once
a reader and a writer have arrived independently recording their identity and variable respectively message.
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In(x, c, v) =
if mode(x) = running and instr(pos(x)) = c?v then
put x asleep at next(pos(x))
{reader(bind(c, env(x)) := x, var(bind(c, env(x)) := v}
Out(x, c, t) =
if mode(x) = running and instr(pos(x)) = c!t then
put x asleep at next(pos(x))
{writer(bind(c, env(x)) := x, mssg(bind(c, env(x)) := val(t, env(x))}
Chan(c) =
if reader(c), writer(c) 6= nil then
val(var(c), env(reader(c))) := mssg(c)
{wake up reader(c), wake up writer(c), clear c}
where
put z asleep at p = {mode(z) := sleeping, pos(z) := p}
wake up z = (mode(z) := running)
clear c = {reader(c) := nil, writer(c) := nil}
A study of the role of timing constraints for proving the correctness of refinements of asynchronous ASMs
with continuous time appears in [44], based upon the ASM models for Lamport’s Bakery algorithm in [26]
as a case study.

4.3. Data refinement
Many data refinements are given by (1, 1)-refinements where abstract states and rules are mapped to concrete
ones in such a way that the effect of each concrete operation on concrete data types is the same as the effect
of the corresponding abstract operation on abstract data types. Pure data refinements are the basis for
numerous algebraic and set-theoretic refinement notions [46, 47], including those used in VDM [53], Z [83]
and B [1]. Typically they are used there for corresponding operations with unchanged signature, tailored
to provide ‘unchanged’ properties. For example forward simulation is used to carry over equivalence from
pre-states to post-states, backward simulation to carry over equivalence from post-states to pre-states.
A frequently used special type of ASM data refinements which exploits the generalization of the concept of
‘operation’ to ‘ASM rule’ is provided by what is called instantiation where the ASM rules remain unchanged
and only the abstract (mostly the external) functions and predicates occurring in them are specified further.
Instantiation turned out to be rather useful for the transition in requirements engineering from a use case
model with abstract (symbolic) rules to a model which assigns a state transformation meaning to the rule
names. Numerous such examples which for reasons of space cannot be exposed here can be found in the
AsmBook [42]. We provide here two small examples to illustrate ASM data refinements. In the first example
we define an ASM to compute a backtracking scheme which captures the notion of tree generation and
traversal in such a way that applying to this machine appropriate data refinements yields well-known logic
and functional programming patterns and generative grammars (context free and attribute grammars). In the
second more theoretical example we show how classical automata models can be obtained by specialization
of the predicates, functions and updates which constitute Turing-like ASMs.
Tree Traversal. The Backtrack machine below dynamically constructs a tree of alternatives and controls its traversal. When its mode is ramify, the submachine Ramify creates as many new children nodes to
be computation candidates for its currnode as there are computation alternatives, provides them with
the necessary environment and switches to selection mode. In mode = select, if at currnode there is
no more candidate the machine Backtracks, otherwise the submachine Select lets the control move to
TryNextCandidate to get executed. The external function alternatives determines the solution space
depending upon its parameters and possibly the current state. The dynamic function env records the information every new node needs to carry out the computation determined by the alternative it is associated
with. The macro Back moves currnode one step up in the tree, to parent(currnode), until the root is
reached where the computation stops. TryNextCandidate moves currnode one step down in the tree
to the next candidate, where next is a possibly dynamic choice function which determines the order for
trying out the alternatives. Typically the underlying execution machine Execute will update mode from
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execute to ramify, in case of a successful execution, or to select if the execution fails. This machine for tree
computations is summarized by the following definition.
Backtrack = {Ramify, Select} where
Ramify =
if mode = ramify then
let k = |alternatives(P arams)|
let o1 , . . . , ok = new(N ODE)
candidates(currnode) := {o1 , . . . , ok }
forall 1 ≤ i ≤ k
parent(oi ) := currnode
env(oi ) := i-th(alternatives(P arams))
mode := select
Select =
if mode = select then
if candidates(currnode) = ∅
then Back
else
TryNextCandidate
mode := execute
Back =
if parent(currnode) = root
then mode := Stop
else currnode := parent(currnode)
TryNextCandidate =
currnode := next(candidates(currnode))
Delete(next(candidates(currnode)), currnode)
We show now that by data refinements Backtrack can be turned into the backtracking engine for the
core of ISO Prolog [20], of IBM’s constraint logic programming language CLP(R) [37], of the functional
programming language Babel [27], and of context free and of attribute grammars [65].
Data Refinement to Logic Programming Engine. Backtrack can be data refined to the backtracking
engine for Prolog by instantiating the function alternatives to the function procdef (stm, pgm). This is a
Prolog specific function which yields the sequence of clauses in pgm to be tried out in this order to execute
the current goal stm; these clauses come together with the needed state information from currnode. We
determine next as head function on sequences, reflecting the depth-first left-to-right tree traversal strategy
of ISO Prolog. It remains to add the execution engine for Prolog specified as ASM in [20, 35], which switches
mode to ramify if the current resolution step succeeds and otherwise switches mode to select.
The backtracking engine for CLP(R) is the same, one only has to extend procdef by an additional
parameter for the current set of constraints for the indexing mechanism and to add the CLP(R) engine
specified as ASM in [37].
The functional language Babel uses the same function next, whereas the function alternatives is instantiated to f undef (currexp, pgm) yielding the list of defining rules provided in pgm for the outer function of
currexp. The Babel execution engine specified as ASM in [27] applies the defining rules in the given order
to reduce currexp to normal form (using narrowing, a combination of unification and reduction).
Data Refinement to Context-Free and Attribute Grammars. To instantiate Backtrack for context
free grammars G generating leftmost derivations we define the function alternatives(currnode, G) to yield
the sequence of symbols Y1 , . . . , Yk of the conclusion of a G-rule whose premise X labels currnode, so that
env records the label of a node, either a variable X or terminal letter a. The definition of alternatives
includes a choice between different rules X → w in G. For leftmost derivations next is defined as for Prolog.
As machine in mode = execute one can add the following rule. For nodes labeled by a variable it triggers
further tree expansion, for terminal nodes it extracts the yield (concatenating the terminal letter to the word
generated so far) and moves the control to the parent node to continue the derivation in mode = select.
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Execute(G) =
if mode = execute then
if env(currnode) ∈ V AR then mode := ramify else
output := output ∗ env(currnode)
currnode := parent(currnode)
mode := select
For attribute grammars it suffices to extend the instantiation for context free grammars as follows. For the
synthesis of the attribute X.a of a node X from its childrens’ attributes we add to the else-clause of the Back
macro the corresponding update, e.g. X.a := f (Y1 .a1 , . . . , Yk .ak ) where Yi = env(oi ) for children nodes oi
and X = env(parent(currnode)). Inheriting an attribute from the parent and siblings can be included in
the update of env (e.g. upon node creation), extending it to update also node attributes. The attribute
conditions for grammar rules are included into Execute(G) as additional guard to yielding output, of the
form Cond(currnode.a, parent(currnode).b, siblings(currnode).c).
In a similar way one can formulate an ASM for tree adjoining grammars, generalizing Parikh’s analysis of
context free languages by ‘pumping’ of context free trees from basis trees (with terminal yield) and recursion
trees (with terminal yield except for the root variable), see [65].
Instantiating Turing-like ASMs. We define here a TuringLikeMachine and specialize it by instantation of its predicates, functions and updates to the following examples of classical automata models: 1-way or
2-way finite state machines, timed automata, pushdown automata, Turing machines, Eilenberg’s X-machines,
Wegner’s interactive Turing machines. For further specializations, including models of distributed computation like Petri nets, we refer the reader to [15].
Turing-like machines are control state ASMs which in each step, placed in a certain position of their
memory, check a Cond ition concerning the memory in the environment of that position and react by updating
mem(env(pos)) and pos. Variations of these machines are due to variations of mem, pos, env, Cond and of
the Updates, whereas their rules are all of the following form:
TuringLikeMachine(mem, pos, env, Cond, U pdate) =
Fsm(i, if Cond(mem(env(pos))) then U pdate(mem(env(pos)), pos), j)
The specialization of TuringLikeMachine to 1-way finite automata in the sense of Moore is obtained
by specifying mem as input function in ranging over letters a of an alphabet A. Since the monitored function
in is 0-ary there is no pos or env to specify and Cond becomes in = a. Since Moore automata emit no output,
the U pdate of mem is empty. So this refinement is a combination of a rather simple data refinement and an
equally simple operation refinement.
1-way Mealy automata are obtained by adding to the memory of Moore automata also output, represented
by a 0-ary function out ranging over letters b of an output alphabet B. Formally the data refinement yields
mem = (in, out) and the operation refinement lets U pdate become the assignment out := b, which changes
the output part of mem.
The generalization of 1-way to 2-way Mealy/Moore automata comes up to specify in not as a 0-ary but
as monadic function (a ‘tape’) with a dynamic reading head position (where env always takes value pos). As
a consequence of this data refinement, Cond reads in(pos) = a. For the operation refinement an assignment
pos := pos + move is added to U pdate.
Obviously instead of letting in, out range over letters a, b one may also have words or other value types
and also sets or sequences of input or output lines (ports), like in networks of finite automata [43] or stream
FSMs [63]. All such examples, obtainable by data and operation refinements similar to those exhibited above,
are instances of Mealy/Moore ASMs defined in [14] as TuringLikeMachines with arbitrary mem (including
in) and any ASM rule as U pdate, but with the typical FSM Condition in = a. There are numerous examples
of such MealyAsms in the literature, e.g. the components of co-design FSMs (see [66]) where the ASM
rules compute arbitrary combinational (external and instantaneous) functions. Another famous example is
constituted by timed automata [3] where the letter input comes at a real-valued occurrence time which is
used in the transitions with clocks recording the time difference of the current input with respect to the
previous input:
time∆ = occurrenceT ime(in) − occurrenceT ime(previousIn).
The rule Condition is specified as T imedIn(a), reflecting that transitions may be subject to clock constraints.
Typically the constraints are about input to occur within (<, ≤) or after (>, ≥) a given (constant) time
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interval, leaving some freedom for timing runs, i.e. choosing sequences of occurrenceT ime(in) to satisfy the
constraints. The memory U pdate = ClockU pdate is about resetting a clock (namely for all elements of a set
Reset) or adding to it the last input time difference. This instantiation of TuringLikeMachine to timed
automata yields the following form of control state ASM rules:
TimedAutomaton(i, a, Constraint, Reset) =
Fsm(i, if T imedIn(a) then ClockU pdate(Reset), j)
where
T imedIn(a) = (in = a and Constraint(time∆ ) = true)
ClockU pdate(Reset) =
forall c ∈ Reset do c := 0
forall c 6∈ Reset do c := c + time∆
In pushdown automata the Mealy automaton ‘reading from input’ and ‘writing to output’ is extended
to reading from input and/or a stack and writing on the stack, formally specifying mem = (in, stack) with
a function pos = top(stack). Therefore Cond becomes Reading(a, b) from input and/or stack and U pdate
becomes a StackU pdate, resulting in the following form of ASM control state rules. Since PDAs may have
control states with no input-reading or no stack-reading, optional items are enclosed in []. We assume the
usual meaning of the stack operations push, pop.
PushDownAutomaton =
Fsm(i, if Reading(a, b) then StackU pdate(w), j)
where
Reading(a, b) = [in = a] and [top(stack) = b]
StackU pdate(w) = stack := push(w, [pop](stack))
For the original Turing machines TuringLikeMachine is instantiated by specifying mem as a tape for
both reading (input) and writing (output), with an integer position pos: Z of the reading head on the tape
where single letters are retrieved. Thus the reading Condition becomes tape(pos) = a and U pdate like in
2-way FSMs concerns both mem and pos, namely tape(pos) := b for some b and pos := pos + move for some
move ∈ {1, 0, −1}.
The extension of the 1-tape Turing machine to a k-tape or to an n-dimensional TM results from data
refining further the 1-tape Turing memory and the related operations and functions. Register machines are
a data refined instance of k-tape Turing machines ([9, Ch.AI1]). Eilenberg’s X-machines [51] (and similarly
their stream processing version) instead of read/write operations on words stored in a tape provide data
processing for arbitrary data, residing in abstract memory, by arbitrarily complex global mem-transforming
functions. Therefore they can be instantiated like Mealy ASMs whose rules in addition to yielding output
also update mem via global memory functions f (one for each input and control state):
XMachine = Fsm(i, if in = a then {out := b, mem := f (mem)}, j)
If one prefers to write Turing machine programs in the usual tabular form, with one entry (i, a, j, b, m)
for every instruction “in control state i reading input a, go to control state j, print output b and move
the reading head by m”, one obtains the following guard-free Turing machine rule scheme for updating
(ctl state, tape(head), head). The parameters N xtctl, W rite, M ove are the three projection functions which
define the program table, mapping ‘configurations’ (i, a) of control state and letter under the reading head
to the next control state j, the letter b to be written in the reading head position and the move m to be
performed by the reading head.
TuringMachine(N xtctl, W rite, M ove) =
ctl state := N xtctl(ctl state, tape(head))
tape(head) := W rite(ctl state, tape(head))
head := head + M ove(ctl state, tape(head))
Wegner’s interactive Turing machines [81] in each step can receive some input from the environment and
yield output to the environment. Thus they simply extend the TuringMachine as follows by an additional
input parameter (data refinement) and an output action (operation refinement):
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TuringInteractive(N xtctl, W rite, M ove) =
ctl state := N xtctl(ctl state, tape(head), input)
tape(head) := W rite(ctl state, tape(head), input)
head := head + M ove(ctl state, tape(head), input)
output(ctl state, tape(head), input)
Considering the output as written on an in-out tape comes up to define
output := concatenate(input, Out(control, tape(head), input))
as the output action using a function Out defined by the program. Viewing the input as a combination of
preceding inputs/outputs with the new user input comes up to define input as a derived function input =
combine(output, user input) depending on the current output and user input. The question of single-stream
versus multiple-stream interacting Turing machines (SIM/MIM) is only a question of instantiating input to
a stream vector (inp1 , . . . , inpn ).

5. Proving Refinement Correctness
In this section we show how to use ASM refinements for proving system properties. We explain the general scheme and Schellhorn’s analysis in [75] for modularizing ASM refinement correctness proofs aimed at
mechanizable proof support.
The ASM refinement method provides the designer with a powerful method, which is well known in
mathematics for centuries, to (0) show that an implementation S ∗ satisfies a desired property P ∗ . Namely
instead of directly proving P ∗ for S ∗ , one can
1. build an abstract model S,
2. prove a possibly abstract form P of the property in question to hold under appropriate assumptions
for S,
3. show S to be correctly refined by S ∗ and the assumptions to hold in S ∗ .
The practice of system design shows that the overall task (0), which for real-life systems is usually too
complex to be tackled at a single blow, can be accomplished by splitting it into a series of manageable
subtasks (1)–(3), each step reflecting a part of the design. Numerous examples illustrating this use of ASM
refinements appear in the AsmBook [42], a large real-life case study which makes widely use of that scheme
is the book [79]. A rather complete list of applications of that scheme appears in the ASM research survey
in [16].
As basis for the machine verification in KIV [76, 77] of the proven to be correct hierarchy of ASMs relating
Prolog to its compilation to WAM code [36], Schellhorn has devised in [75] a general scheme for establishing
invariants to prove the correctness of an ASM refinement. It is an adaptation of features known from the
well established theory of forward simulations. The idea consists in decomposing the commuting diagram
in Fig. 1 into more basic diagrams with end points s, s∗ which satisfy an invariant ≈ implying the to be
established equivalence ≡. The method is to follow the two runs, for each pair of corresponding states—not
both final—satisfying ≈, looking for a successor pair s0 , s∗ 0 (of corresponding states satisfying ≈). Three
cases are possible for such run extensions: only one of the two runs can be extended or both are extendable.
These cases give rise to three types of basic diagrams shown in Fig. 2:
• (m, 0)-triangles: computation segments where only the abstract run makes progress performing a positive
number m of steps to reach an s0 ≈ s∗ ,
• (0, n)-triangles: computation segments where only the concrete run makes progress performing a positive
number n of steps to reach an s∗ 0 ≈ s,
• (m, n)-trapezoids: representing a computation segment which leads in m > 0 steps to an s0 and in n > 0
steps to an s∗ 0 such that s0 ≈ s∗ 0 . Any of the three possible subcases m < n, m > n (typical for
optimizations) or m = n is allowed here.
To formulate Schellhorn’s theorem we first define the Forward Simulation Condition FSC. It is
defined as the following run condition: for every pair (s, s∗ ) of states, if s ≈ s∗ and not both are final states,
then
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Fig. 2. Components of ASM Refinement Diagrams

• either the abstract run can be extended by an (m, 0)-triangle leading in m > 0 steps to an s0 ≈ s∗
satisfying (s0 , s∗ ) <m0 (s, s∗ ) for a well-founded relation <m0 limiting successive applications of (m, 0)triangles,
• or the refined run can be extended by a (0, n)-triangle leading in n > 0 steps to an s∗ 0 ≈ s satisfying
the condition (s, s∗ 0 ) <0n (s, s∗ ) for a well-founded relation <0n limiting successive applications of (0, n)triangles1 ,
• or both runs can be extended by an (m, n)-trapezoid leading in m > 0 abstract steps to an s0 and in
n > 0 refined steps to an s∗ 0 such that s0 ≈ s∗ 0 .
Schellhorn’s Theorem on Decomposition of ASM Refinement Diagrams in [75] can now be formulated as
follows; it has been proved using the KIV verification system. M ∗ is a correct refinement of M with respect
to an equivalence notion ≡ and a notion of initial/final states if there is a relation ≈ (a coupling invariant)
such that
1. the coupling invariant implies the equivalence,
2. each refined initial state s∗ is coupled by the invariant to an abstract initial state s ≈ s∗ ,
3. the forward simulation condition FSC holds.
Also in [49] generic PVS theories are described which define refinement relations between ASMs, without
allowing arbitrary non-determinism or triangles. The PVS-based approach to mechanical verification of
ASMs has been applied in [84, 50] to prove the correctness of back-end rewrite system specifications with
ASM-specified source and target languages.

6. Conclusion: Using ASM Refinements
In this paper we have explained the ASM refinement method. We have defined the general notion of ASM
refinement (Sect.3) and have shown (Sect.4) that some of its specializations integrate other refinement
approaches in the literature. In Sect. 5 we have analyzed a general correctness proof scheme for ASM
refinements, which turned out to be useful for analyzing simulations of abstract runs by concrete runs.
Summarizing one can say that the main usage of ASM refinements is directed towards capturing orthogonalities by modular machines. One way to exhibit orthogonalities is the construction of hierarchical levels
for horizontal piecemeal extensions and adaptations of systems (design for change), as experienced for the
first time by the numerous extensions of the ISO Prolog ASM model in [10, 11, 12, 20] by constraints (for
Prolog III in [39]), polymorphism (for Protos-L in [5, 7, 6]), narrowing (for Babel in [27]), object-orientation
(see [69, 68]), parallelism (Parlog, Concurrent Prolog etc in [72, 30, 31, 71]), and an abstract execution
strategy (language Gödel in [32]). Another direction of laying down orthogonalities consists in the use of
ASM refinements for the vertical stepwise detailing of models (design for reuse) in a proven to be correct
way down to their implementation, as experienced for the first time by the model chains leading from Prolog to WAM code [36], from Occam to Transputer code [22] and from the serial to the pipelined RISC
architecture DLX [28] which initiated the use of the ASM-refinement method for design-driven architecture
verification [61, 80]. Such ASM refinements support an effective reuse of models and proof techniques, as
experienced for the first time reusing the Prolog-to-WAM compilation models and analysis for compiling
CLP(R) to IBM’s Constraint Logic Arithmetical Machine CLAM [37] and for the compilation of Protos-L
to IBM’s Protos Abstract Machine [7, 6].
1

This well-founded order condition is guaranteed in refinements of event-based B systems by the VARIANT clause, containing
an expression for a natural number which has to be shown to decrease by each rule application [2].
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An important practical effect of using ASM refinements which scales to industrial-size systems is the
enhancement of the communication of designs and of system documentations, based upon the report of the
design decisions which led to refinement steps and to the accompanying analysis and justification. Outstanding examples which can be mentioned in this context are standardization efforts which have been supported
by ASM modeling and analysis work, namely for the ISO standard of Prolog [20, 35], for the IEEE standard
of VHDL’93 [78, 24, 25] and for the ITU standard of SDL-2000 [62, 54, 55, 52, 70]. Last but not least writing
manuals and system maintenance are supported by the accurate, precise, richly indexed and easily searchable
documentation coming with refinement reports in electronical form. As example we refer to the documentation of the Java programming language and its implementation on the Java Virtual Machine provided by the
ASM models for Java/JVM and their analysis in [79] which following a recent evaluation in [59, Section 6.2]
“... gives the most comprehensive and consistent formal account of the combination of Java and the JVM,
to date”.
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